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Introduction
Minterest is a decentralised lending protocol. It comes with a unique
economic model where the protocol itself captures 100% of the value
created from its functions, including interest, flash loan, and auto-liquidation
fees. This value is exchanged via an automated Buyback process for its
native MNT token which is then distributed to its users in return for their
participation in the protocol’s governance. 


Minterest therefore is designed and built to give the maximum benefit to
those who create its value - its community of users.


Minterest’s feature innovations revolve around breakthroughs in two key
aspects of lending protocol model architecture, each fundamental to
ensuring the protocol’s ability to be valuable to its users, value capture and
liquidity mining. It fulfills these with feature innovations like auto-liquidation,
automated Buyback, financial loyalty rewards for long-term active
governance participation, and user-centric portfolio analysis tools that assist
users with risk management insights.


The protocol’s model architecture generates network effects more powerful
than those of sector incumbents, allowing it to sustainably compete against
them. Importantly, these network effects do something unique; they enable
the delivery of the highest long-term yield compared to other sector leading
lending protocols.


This document outlines the various mechanics of the Minterest protocol
whose innovations are intended to contribute to the development of DeFi
and the blockchain economy overall.


Appendices will detail the economic modelling of the underlying token pools
and Minterest Loyalty Rewards, plus a schedule of API calls enabling users to
interact directly with the Minterest protocol, all of which will be published
subsequent to this whitepaper and prior to launch.
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The Current State of DeFi
The Decentralised Finance (DeFi) space has seen phenomenal growth
during the last 2 years, with TVL now exceeding $220 billion, with more than
3.5 million users across various DeFi protocols as of mid-October 2021

$ 224.23b
$ 224.23b

[graph from https://defillama.com/home]

Total DeFi Users Over Time

[graph from https://dune.xyz/rchen8/defi-users-over-time]

Notably, when considering the DeFi lending and borrowing space, the
majority of market share is concentrated among current sector leaders Aave and Compound - together represent more than $28.8 Billion in TVL
alone. Each of these sector leaders played an instrumental role in developing
the DeFi ecosystem and so have been significant enablers of its widespread
adoption. 

However, the value capture mechanisms in these protocols benefit select
participants and result in a misalignment of user incentives. 
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As for any digital platform, if value capture distribution amongst various user
profiles becomes disproportionate, it results in the delivery of sub-optimal
network effects. This in turn deprives the ecosystem of benefitting from
optimum value creation. In short, sub-optimal model design means suboptimal value is created and distributed back to users overall.


Current Limitations
Liquidity Mining Architecture 

With regards to lending protocols, liquidity mining refers to the mechanism
whereby participants are rewarded with native tokens in return for providing
liquidity (lending) and borrowing assets from the protocol’s various token
markets. Liquidity mining is widely considered fundamental to the success of
any lending protocol given it is now a constituent element in users
determining their total APY. 

The value of liquidity mining is dependent on two factors:>
 the quantity of native tokens issued
 the ongoing value of these native tokens.

Lending protocols currently exhibit little to no correlation between the
amount of liquidity lent and borrowed and the value of the native token,
despite both being key metrics of protocol performance. This means current
models exhibit significant dilution in the value of liquidity mining with
increasing liquidity growth, as the same quantity of native token emission
must be shared by an increasing pool of users. Importantly this type of
dilutionary event also results in a reduction of total APY for protocol users. 

Such an architecture leaves lending protocols solely reliant on traditional
marketplace network effects in order to compete, which very simplistically
means substantive supply of liquidity equates to user convenience and trust.

External Liquidators 

External liquidators are third-party actors that earn fees for undertaking the
buy-out of under-collateralised borrowers at discounts to market rates. The
participation of external liquidators helps maintain the overall solvency of
underlying asset markets. 

In such models, the economic viability of liquidation events has to be
substantial enough to attract liquidators to snap up under-collateralised
loans. This has resulted in circumstances where the minimum proportion of
borrower collateral sold off in liquidation events can be higher than the
amount required to return the account to solvency, and is often punishingly
high; a 50% minimum is not uncommon.

While the external liquidator model is arguably effective, it comes at a very
high price. DeFi liquidation fees, now measured in hundreds of millions of
dollars, represent significant value being extracted from the protocols which
could instead be captured for the benefit of all users, rather than a select few
(liquidators).
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Risk Analysis Data

Analysing risk liability in DeFi lending portfolios requires a significant degree
of user sophistication to accurately assess and manage effectively, especially
with token assets that are subject to volatility and varying price correlation
like WBTC and ETH. Understanding risk liability is essential, however most
users do not have easy access to the resources or specialised know-how
required in order to do so.

Existing DeFi protocols do not provide users with the high value analysis
tools needed to enable them to simply and effectively manage portfolio risk.
This results in an unnecessarily high number of liquidation events than
otherwise would be the case, and as has been mentioned previously, often
with punishingly significant impacts on borrowers.

Gas Costs

Ethereum gas fees remain a significant barrier to participation, especially for
smaller participants not managing high-value token asset portfolios.
Currently, the average gas fees on Ethereum can range between $30 to $50
per DeFi transaction, depending on network congestion at the time.

Average Transaction Fee on Ethereum
Coin Metrics
Oct 16, 2021

[graph from https://www.theblockcrypto.com/data/decentralized-finance/cryptocurrency-lending/defi-liquidation-volume]

Minterest Network Effects
The value of any digital platform is almost solely determined by its ability to
generate network effects, where each new user added generates increased
value for all other users. Lending protocols are a type of digital marketplace
platform. For the Minterest protocol to optimise value delivered to its users,
it must generate network effects more powerful than sector peers, otherwise
it will fail to compete. The protocol does this via an additional network effect
to existing marketplace network effects and which is not exhibited by other
lending protocols. All things being equal, it means Minterest has the
capability to generate more powerful network effects than other lending
protocols and in doing so has the potential to outcompete.
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Despite the critical role they play in the ultimate success of the protocol,
network effects are generally considered notoriously difficult to identify and
quantify. Whether Minterest’s model employs a previously unknown, DeFi
specific network effect, or if it is an extension of existing ones, is the purview
of academia and outside the scope of this whitepaper. What is relevant, is
how the protocol’s architecture generates this second network effect in order
to further its performance. This revolves around breakthroughs in two
aspects of lending protocol model architecture: value capture and liquidity
mining. 

The Minterest protocol captures 100% of the value generated through its
activity, essentially a form of platform monetisation of its functions. This
occurs as the protocol’s Treasury captures interest rate fees, as well as
liquidation fees via the protocol’s internal auto-liquidation process i.e. this is
not lost to external parties, plus flash loan fees (subject to governance
processes enabling these). The capturing of liquidation fees is significant
since no other lending protocol does this. The result of Minterest’s value
capture is that in a dollar-for-dollar liquidity comparison Minterest captures
more value than its peers, and given the sheer quantum of liquidation fees in
DeFi, quite possibly significantly more. 


Value Capture in 3 Steps

The protocol automatically exchanges this captured value for its native MNT
token, doing so on-market via a portfolio of existing, deep liquidity DEXes. It
then distributes this accumulated MNT to protocol users who elect to
participate in the protocol’s governance processes. 

The scale of Minterest’s value capture is determined by numerous factors,
most of which can be determined by governance, but the two most important
are the value of supplied liquidity and borrowing. Borrowing activity cannot
occur without lending and it is the borrowing activity which causes the
protocol’s value capture mechanisms to operate. 

Simplistically, increased lending does not guarantee borrowing, but it does
enable more borrowing, and more borrowing does not guarantee greater
value capture but it does enable the protocol to capture greater value from
interest, auto-liquidation, and potentially flash loan events.
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Token Model
Liquidity mining

Loyalty rewards
lender

Borrower

Governance

The Buyback process through which the Minterest protocol exchanges
captured value for its native token, clearly supports MNT value to some
degree, since the protocol is an acquirer in the market that otherwise would
not be present. So unlike alternative protocols, for the Minterest protocol, a
correlation does exist between the value of liquidity supplied to the protocol
and the value of its native MNT token. While many factors influence the
outcome, all things being equal, increases in liquidity supply correlates to
increases in the Buyback, which results in increased support for the value of
the MNT token. At a high level, this Buyback support for MNT token value
has three direct positive impacts on the protocol’s functions and total APY
for its users:9
 it increases the value of liquidity mining - as detailed above, this occurs
because the value of MNT tokens emitted by the protocol to lenders and
borrowers is higher than would otherwise be the case
 the protocol becomes more attractive to liquidity providers - because the
increased value in liquidity mining is a constituent element of total APY.9
 loyal users receive additional increases in total APY - when users stake
their MNT in the protocol’s governance processes (detailed later in this
document), the value of both MNT tokens rewarded through the
protocol’s Buyback process and those already staked are positively
supported.
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The Flywheel Effect

Liquidity

MNT Token

In short, every new user supplying liquidity to Minterest generates a
correlated benefit to existing and potential new users in the form of
increased total APY than otherwise would be the case. 


Such a behavioural mechanism is definitive of a same-side network effect.
Importantly, at the time of writing this network effect is not found in any
other lending protocol, which means Minterest’s competitive arsenal is
potentially more powerful than its peers and so may enable it to outcompete.


.


Protocol Overview

The Minterest protocol is a sophisticated application of inter-related smart
contracts which enable a variety of token assets to be lent or borrowed by
users, with it dynamically computing interest rate in real time, based on the
proportions of lent and borrowed assets.


At its core, the Minterest protocol enables the creation of token markets
with pools of varying token assets, where interest rates are algorithmically
determined, and the interest rate is managed via the interplay of lender
supply and borrowing demand.


Unlike direct P2P lending, borrowers and lenders of a token asset interact
with the protocol’s underlying asset pools, earning and paying dynamic
interest based on demand and supply dynamics, similar to traditional forex
markets, but without requiring a trusted third-party mediator as in most
legacy financial services.


Given the decentralised nature of the protocol, each token market contains a
public, transparent, and non-violable ledger which records each transaction
and its applicable interest rates.


One of the key innovations in the Minterest protocol is that the solvency of
under-collateralised borrower positions is managed through auto-liquidation
processes, where the protocol itself acts as a liquidator and ensures the
solvency of each underlying asset pool.
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To incentivise and reward user participation, the protocol issues a
governance token (MNT), with each MNT representing voting rights on a 1
for 1 basis. MNT token holders may utilise them to vote on governance
proposals, and so determine future developments of the protocol and its
ongoing operational parameters. 

To incentivise participation in governance, the protocol swaps any token
surplus it accumulates through its various value capture mechanisms for
MNT tokens. It distributes these MNT tokens to users of the protocol who
elect to stake their MNT tokens and participate in its governance processes
by voting on the protocol’s governance proposals.



Technology Stack
04.22 UPDATE: Due to significant market support to prioritise Ethereum as the
protocol’s launch network, we are launching on Ethereum first and will launch
on Moonbeam and other EVM compatible networks later as part of the
protocol’s multi-chain roadmap.

Minterest is prioritising the Ethereum launch because it still remains the
dominant smart contract platform for developers, with some of the key benefits
being:<
W More secur7
W More familiar and a greater communitL
W More sustainabl7
W High TVL and liquidity

Last year, the protocol’s underlying technology stack was redesigned, switching
from Substrate to Solidity. This provided the protocol with the greatest possible
flexibility in its launch options, and by doing so, it has allowed for this current
re-prioritisation in the protocol’s multi-chain roadmap. By launching on
Ethereum first, Minterest will have access to greater launch liquidity which will
fast track its multi-chain strategy. 



User Experience
From an end user’s perspective, Minterest works similarly to other decentralised
lending protocols, with two distinct user activities: lending and borrowing. 

As an example, a lender, Lenny, lends an approved asset to a Minterest money
market.The assets in the pool will be used by the protocol for lending to
borrowers. For as long as Lenny maintains his assets supplied to the protocol, he
earns a dynamic interest rate which is algorithmically determined by the reserves
of the assets that he has lent, and the total of that asset lent to all users of the
protocol.

A borrower, Bob, provides approved collateral at a sufficient value threshold to
the protocol in order to receive a secured loan in the asset desired. Using oracles
for price feeds to maintain collateral ratios between the various token pools, the
protocol ensures Bob maintains an over-collateralised position relative to the
assets that Bob has borrowed. 
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For as long as Bob maintains an open loan with the protocol, he pays a
dynamic interest rate that is algorithmically determined by the reserves of
the assets that he has borrowed, and the total assets (of the same type) that
are lent to all users of the protocol.


If Bob’s lending position becomes under-collateralised, meaning that the
assets that Bob has provided as collateral are no longer above a required
threshold proportion, the protocol automatically liquidates a portion of Bob’s
collateralised assets and acquires the same assets that Bob has borrowed in
order to reduce Bob’s outstanding borrowed amount from that pool and
return Bob’s position to one of solvency.


Lenny and all other lenders of the same asset are compensated in line with
their portion of the pool, with the interest paid by borrowers of the protocol’s
assets. In the case of a liquidation event by borrowers of the asset, the
lenders still receive their lent asset plus interest back.


When lenders supply assets to the Minterest protocol that may be borrowed
by others,

corresponding receipt tokens are generated that are

representative of their portion of the pool of that particular asset. The
accrual of interest to be paid back to lenders by borrowers is calculated
discreetly, i.e. per block, and the calculation is done by automatically
adjusting the exchange rate of the receipt token relative to the token that is
supplied. 




Core Protocol Functions

Minterest seeks to be the money market protocol of choice for lending and
borrowing on Ethereum and other EVM compatible networks, with a user
experience and economic model that better benefits protocol participants.
Minterest, as a protocol-driven ecosystem, can support existing Ethereum
wallets with high adoption like MetaMask, Ledger and others.  


This section outlines the core functionality of Minterest protocol. 


Lend


When users participate in the Minterest protocol and supply assets, they
access the Minterest protocol interface and supply their assets via signed
transactions. 


Receipt Token


Once the assets are lent by the lender, the protocol directs those assets to
the matching pool of underlying assets of the same designation as those lent
and issues a receipt token. 


The receipt token is a non-fungible internal accounting mechanism, its
functionality never leaves the system. It operates as a bookkeeping tool,
enabling the tracking and recording of a user’s asset lifecycle within the
Minterest ecosystem. 
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Each token asset type supported by the protocol is in a separate pool, and
each pool has its own distinct economy model, fully independent of all other
pools. A pool of underlying assets, all receipt tokens, and the economy model
form a unit called a market.

Withdraw

When a user chooses to withdraw their lent assets from the pool, the receipt
token is used to calculate any additional interest based on the value of assets
lent by the user. The protocol then sends the original asset quantity plus the
additional interest balance to their wallet address.

Transfer

While receipt tokens are always a component of the protocol’s architecture,
users are able to transfer their receipt token from their wallet to another
which in doing so, results in the balance of token assets associated with the
receipt token also being transferred to the new wallet.

Borrow and Repay 

When borrowing a specified amount, the borrower supplies the required
amount of collateral and the protocol releases tokens from the pool of the
borrowed underlying asset. When a borrower repays, the protocol returns
the tokens from the borrower to the pool of the borrowed underlying asset
and updates their lend/borrow Utilisation Ratio (defined below).

Interest Rate Calculation 

The interest rate calculation is an accrual, based on asset values in relation
to their markets. The calculation is applied to all borrowers of a market
uniformly and adjusted over time, as the relationship between the amount
lent to and the amount borrowed from a market changes. 

Interest rate calculations on a market are updated every time any transaction
is undertaken for this market, including (but not limited to) lending,
borrowing, repaying debt or liquidation of borrowed assets.

The interest rate is tracked for each money market, and is captured by a
Borrow Index (Interest Rate Index), which is recalculated each time the
corresponding interest rate changes.

Solvency Checks 

The protocol compares the USD value of all collateralized positions with
regards to the aforementioned Utilization Ratio with the USD value of all
loans, including the accrued interest on lending and borrowing. If the
Utilization Ratio is 1.0 or more, the borrower’s portfolio is subject to
liquidation.
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Auto-Liquidation

Liquidations in lending protocols occur when a borrower’s position becomes
under-collateralized, and may occur when
 the price of a borrowed asset increases and so reduces the comparative
value of collateral backing the borrowin+
 the price of collateralized assets fall, resulting in the same, or when
borrowing, interest charges consume too much of the collateral 

Liquidation processes undertaken when such events occur ensure the
accounts of lenders and borrowers and so the protocol’s various token pools
remain solvent. 

In most lending protocols, liquidation events are executed by a select group
of external users, commonly known as liquidators. Liquidators are thirdparty actors in the DeFi sector who, in such models, undertake activity to
ensure the solvency of a wide variety of lending protocols. 

Liquidators individually maintain bots to scan lending protocols to identify
under-collateralized borrower positions. Every major lending protocol
enables liquidators to snap up under-collateralized borrower positions at a
discount. This can vary from 5% to 15%, and this discount acts as the
liquidator’s fee and is their financial reward for undertaking this activity on
behalf of the protocol.

Consider the example where Lenny is a liquidator and Bob is a borrower and
Bob wishes to borrow in USDC from a lending protocol using ETH as
collateral. Assuming the Utilization Limit for ETH pool is 80%, this means
Bob can borrow up to 80 USDC against $100 worth of ETH collateral. Bob
adds the $100 collateral in ETH and takes out a loan of 60 USDC. In this
scenario, his utilization ratio will be 60/80 = 0.75. 

Unfortunately, ETH’s price declines by 30%, leaving the value of Bob’s
collateral at 70 USD ($100 * (1-0.3)), which means the Utilization Ratio now
exceeds 1 i.e. $60/($70*0.8) = $60/$56 = 1.07. For the USDC-ETH pair the
liquidation discount, or liquidation fee, is set at 5% by the protocol. Now
Lenny, as liquidator, will snap up Bob’s ETH collateral at a fixed discount of
5% to market price so he will pay 66.5 USDC to get the 70 USD worth of ETH
collateral, which at the time the event occurs results in a 3.5 USD surplus.
Liquidators will either choose to hold the underlying asset or to liquidate
them on-market so as to lock in this surplus. 

DeFi protocols define their own individual fee structures and minimum
percentages of loan values that liquidators may liquidate. One of the issues
with these existing designs is that a borrower’s position is almost always
over-liquidated beyond the amount required to return the borrower’s
position to solvency. This occurs for an economically rational reason which is
to ensure liquidation events are substantive enough to be economically
viable for liquidators. 
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Such a model has an obvious disconnect in user agendas, given the protocol
needs to ensure the number of liquidation events are numerous and valuable
enough to maintain an ever-present community of liquidators, with the cost
being borne by other ecosystem participants, namely its borrowers, for
whom such a model is arguably less than optimal. 

Lending protocols exhibit a lack of insightful user tools providing detailed
historical analytics to enable borrowers to make informed risk analysis
decisions regarding their portfolios. This highlights an existing tension point,
where lending protocols service the needs of borrowers too favourably such
that it reduces liquidation events to the extent it undermines the economic
viability of liquidators and so the protocol’s key solvency management tool. 

Minterest does something very different; the protocol itself undertakes the
liquidator role, and so removes the need for external third-party liquidators.
Minterest’s automated liquidation process directly benefits borrowers, as
algorithms do not require economic incentives to participate in liquidation
processes.

The protocol is therefore able to economically liquidate significantly smaller
percentages of borrower collateral which results in a more equitable and
fairer liquidation process, as the protocol only liquidates that amount
required to return the borrower’s collateral position back to solvency. In
doing so the misalignment of agendas between borrowers and external
liquidators disappears.

Summary of Auto-Liquidation Flo
 An automated bot array runs protocol solvency checks, replacing the
external liquidator function in identifying under-collateralized borrower
positions. Each bot database mirrors the chain, with portfolio
provisioning ensuring security and redundancy.*
 Once an under-collateralized position is identified, the collateral required
to be sold and the most efficient on-market liquidation strategy are both
algorithmically determined
 Sell pair calculations are finalized, the liquidation event is triggered, and
the data is updated on the protocol.*
 A designated smart contract further validates if the user is undercollateralized, the existing loan amount, and newly required collateral
position such that the user’s Utilization Ratio will be below the required
1.0 position, and then executes the required liquidation.*
 The smart contract exchanges the liquidated collateral assets on-market
to compensate the borrowed token pool and finally validates the user’s
new position as being solvent again
 If the smart contract determines any precondition or calculation to be
invalid, the liquidation event is cancelled.*
 Upon confirmation, the user's borrow position is again solvent and the
liquidation event is determined to have been completed.
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Other Technical Settings


There are a number of key technical features which are important to the
functionality of Minterest, with some detailed here.


Utilisation Limit


Borrowing from the Minterest protocol is over-collateralised, meaning the
amount a user can borrow is less than the amount they supply as collateral, and
the maximum proportion is known as the Utilisation Limit. The Utilisation Limit
is always a fractional proportion of the collateral supplied and expressed as a
percentage, e.g. a borrower may not borrow more than 80% of their supplied
collateral. 


Utilisation Limits are specific for each underlying asset pool and are applied for
each token pair in lend and borrow pools. As an example, if Bob supplies 100
USD in DAI and 100 USD in ETH, with relative Utilisation Limits of 30% and
50%, the maximum loan value available will be the sum of 30 USD in DAI and 50
USD in ETH, or 80 USD in total. 


Utilisation Ratio


The solvency of any borrower position depends on the Utilisation Ratio, which is
the ratio between the borrowed loan amount and the collateral they are
required to supply to secure it. Again, if Bob borrows a value of 60 USD backed
by collateral valued at 80 USD, the Utilisation Ratio will be 60/80 or 0.75. If the
Utilisation Ratio reaches 1 or more, Bob’s position is insolvent, and the protocol
will liquidate the required portion of Bob's collateral assets to bring his portfolio
back to solvency within allowable Utilisation Limits.


The Utilisation Ratio is also affected by the price movements of assets and is
adjusted block-by-block according to market values determined via the
protocol’s pricing oracle. If the Utilisation Ratio is above the required threshold,
the borrower will have to repay a portion of the funds borrowed to regain the
required threshold level, or the position will be liquidated.


In the event that the market works against the borrower, with a collateral asset
value drop or a loan asset value increase resulting in an insolvent position, the
protocol resolves this with an automated liquidation procedure where it takes a
share of the collateral priced at a discount and exchanges the collateral for the
borrowed asset on market to repay a portion of the loan and bring the position
back to solvency.


Referring again to our example above, our user is free to distribute their
maximum loan value of 80 USD across as many assets as they wish. All supplied
assets will be considered collateral, and any enabled asset can be borrowed
against it, including borrowing the same asset that was lent, and is known as an
all-to-all approach.


The total lent amount is used to support all borrowings of the user, and vice
versa. Every additional loan is apportioned against all previously supplied assets
which are used as collateral. All the internal logic, which involves operations
with two or more assets at a time, is done through a conversion of assets to USD
amounts using pricing provided by the protocol’s oracle.
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Fees and Treasury
The Minterest protocol’s Treasury refers to designated markets containing a
portfolio of token assets whose function is to accumulate the surplus value the
protocol captures from its various activities, and for which for the purposes of
simplicity can be best considered as the protocol applying fees. The Treasury
utilises these tokens to perform the following core functionsc

Q The accumulation of fees by the protocol which it accrues in return for
performing auto-liquidations, managing interest rates, and supporting flash
loan functionalityS
Q The payment of any administrator mechanisms for performing services as
determined by the governance structure of the protocolS
Q The conversion of the Treasury’s operating surplus into MNT tokens via its
Buyback processes and the distribution of those MNT tokens to users who
have staked MNT and so elected to participate in the protocol’s
governanceS
Q The curation of the protocol’s surplus over time.


Liquidation fees


In referring to liquidation fees, what is specifically being referenced is the
liquidation discount which occurs in the pricing of the sale of the borrower’s
collateralised assets. Liquidation fees do serve a positive purpose within the
protocol’s economy in that they are penalties which moderate user behaviour
by encouraging them to undertake lending positions which support the
protocol’s solvency. Liquidation fees, while also part of the protocol’s value
capture mechanisms, are also required to compensate for any pricing
slippage which may occur in the Buyback process. The balance of liquidation
fees are held by the protocol’s treasury pools and are then applied in the
Buyback flow.


Interest Fees


Another source of protocol income is interest fees, which is the difference
between what borrowers pay and lenders receive and is extracted from
interest paid by borrowers. This amount is determined by the Protocol
Interest Factor. The protocol interest is exchanged by the protocol into
stablecoins ensuring stability in its value until it is applied in the Buyback
flow.


Flash Loan Fees 


The protocol is able to support flash loan functionality, however this will not
be active at launch, with its application being subject to governance. If
implemented, and again subject to any governance outcome, it would be
expected that flash loans will have a loan servicing fee applied to them upon
their successful execution.



MNT Buyback
Minterest’s Buyback process is central to the protocol’s design, with the function
supporting the attraction of substantive, long term liquidity. Minterest is
designed to capture greater value than contemporary money market platforms
due to its ability to earn fees from liquidations in addition to interest and flash
loans. This value is then used to acquire its own native MNT tokens on-market,
and to distribute them back to protocol users who stake their MNT and
participate in the governance process.

MNT Buyback Flow

The Minterest protocol accumulates tokens through the activity of its value
capture functions which results in value being held as stablecoins. The protocol
periodically swaps these accumulated tokens on-market for MNT tokens so that
they can be distributed to users.

The Buyback flow includes the following stepsS
/ Accumulation of fees. All leftover assets after liquidation events are swapped
into stablecoins and stored in the protocol’s Preliminary Treasury. Surpluses
captured from interest rate differentials applied to Minterest’s various token
markets are stored directly in these pools and then later extracted and
swapped into stablecoins7
/ Exchanging assets for MNT tokens. Stablecoins accumulated in the
Preliminary Treasury are swapped for MNT tokens on-market. The goal of
these exchange events is to reduce holdings of stablecoins and accumulate
MNT tokens in the Treasury ready for distribution to users7
/ Distribution. Each month, a percentage of all fees accumulated in the
Treasury go into the Buyback for distribution. The proportion to be applied
to the Buyback is able to be determined by governance and is influenced by
the current and predicted effectiveness of the protocol in executing its value
capture mechanisms, as well as any historically accumulated balances. MNT
is distributed to users who are participants in the protocol’s governance
processes and is proportionally in accordance with:>
 the amount of MNT they have staked, and>
 the duration of time they have staked MNT, which is further defined
below regarding MNT Loyalty Rewards.

The protocol triggers a Buyback Rewards Distribution event on a recurring
basis. During each Buyback Rewards Distribution event, the protocol distributes
the appropriate portion of the user’s MNT Buyback rewards. This forms a
‘dripping sequence’ of rewards instead of a single large distribution, which
prevents gaming by users in the timing of their protocol interactions.
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MNT Loyalty Reward

The proportion of emission rewarded to each user is determined by the user’s
relative proportion of total MNT staked plus a loyalty reward adjustment
determined by the duration of their MNT staking. When the Minterest protocol
distributes Buyback rewards, each user’s proportions are adjusted to account
for this Loyalty Reward. 

The Loyalty Reward creates an incentive structure for staking MNT and
participating in protocol governance over time. Additionally, it creates a
switching cost for users in transferring MNT out of the protocol and so
financially incentivises them to be long term holders of MNT tokens which
reduces on-market supply, further supporting its value and so as detailed above,
the total APY the protocol is able to provide its users.

Protection 
The Minterest protocol is subject to the highest standards of security auditing
possible. In addition however, it has the capability to further protect asset pools
against possible exploits via various mechanisms which act as forms of selfinsurance. The mechanics, activation and quantum of such mechanisms are all
subject to the protocol’s governance processes. 

For example, the protocol can accumulate a percentage of total value capture,
which is not applied to its Buyback flow, and is instead stored as stablecoins in
its Treasury, or the protocol is able to access unallocated but vested MNT
tokens which are held in its Ecosystem, Strategic Partner and Marketing pools,
as detailed in the Tokenomics section later in this document, in order to do the
same.    


Liquidity Mining
The protocol emits and distributes Minterest’s native token (MNT) to lenders
and borrowers of every active market, this is fundamental to its liquidity
mining architecture. The system is built to incentivise user behaviour and
develop a healthy money market ecosystem with significant depth of liquidity. 

Minterest lenders and borrowers accrue MNT on a block-by-block basis, which
can be withdrawn by users or automatically staked into the governance
processes to participate in the protocol’s Buyback rewards.

Liquidity mining is also enabled on the Buyback rewards process during the
protocol’s early stages in order to help bootstrap this critical feature.

Emissions rate

50,032,400 MNT tokens are allocated over 5 years to be distributed to
lenders, borrowers, and MNT stakers from the Community pool. This results
in an emission steady rate of 27,415 MNT tokens per day. The emission rate
defines the amount of MNT tokens distributed on a per block basis for each
asset pool. Such tokens are distributed to lenders and borrowers equally, i.e.
on a 50/50 basis.  

Given the amount borrowed is always less than the liquidity supplied, such a
structure rewards borrowing more than lending, and is purposely skewed
this way given borrowing activity is essential for the various token pool
marketplaces to exist and for the protocol’s value capture mechanisms to
operate. 
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The Emission Rewards are distributed specifically to lenders and borrowers
according to their relative proportion of lending and borrowing value in each
market, with an adjustment for MNT Emission Boost (described in the NFT
section below). The emission rates for all supported asset pools can be
varied by governance, essentially enabling some asset pools to be
beneficiaries of more attractive liquidity mining than otherwise would be the
case, in order to optimise user behaviour and protocol outcomes.

Emissions distribution

MNT emission distribution is allocated into three buckets
f Standard Emission. 30M MNT tokens (60%) of the Community pool is
allocated over 5 years to liquidity providers who lend and borrowp
f Boost Emission. 15M MNT tokens (30%) of the Community pool is the
maximum able to be allocated over 5 years to liquidity providers who
hold Minterest NFTsp
f Buyback Emission. 5M MNT tokens (10%) of the Community pool is
allocated over 5 years to bootstrap the Buyback process. The Buyback
Emission pool provides time for the protocol’s value capture mechanism
to mature, upon which the protocol’s value capture will then support the
Treasury to undertake significant Buyback for distribution. Bootstrapping
the rewards structure in this way incentivises early staking MNT tokens
by supporting an attractive APY from launch.
Boost and Buyback Emission which are planned to be redistributed to the
Standard Emission pool and so increase the value of the protocol’s liquidity
mining architecture over time. It is important to note it is expected that this
redistribution will apply to a very significant majority of both Boost and
Buyback Emission, meaning in practice, Standard Emission will end up being
markedly higher than the 30,000,000 allocated above.

NFTs
Minterest NFTs have functional utility, meaning they enable the holder to
interact with the protocol in ways that deliver benefits through their holding of
an NFT. Each NFT is unique and has specific benefits that are only provided to
its holder.  

With limited exceptions and primarily relating to earlier Minterest fund raising
activities, NFTs are issued to participants of the Minterest Next Level public
token event as per its terms and conditions.

NFT Emissions Boost 

The distribution of Emission Rewards is determined primarily by each user’s
relative proportion of total lending and borrowing value. Amounts are then
adjusted by the MNT Emissions Boost, which is a fixed percentage increase in
Emission Rewards provided to users who hold Minterest NFTs that confer
specific protocol benefits to these users. 
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NFTs are issued by Minterest in limited quantities with various tiered levels of
Emissions Boost and duration, as each NFT carries a set percentage increase
in token emission valid for a specified period of time. After the expiration date,
the Emissions Boost for the NFT no longer applies. When an NFT is held in
the same wallet used by the user providing liquidity on the Minterest protocol,
the protocol assigns that user the benefits attributed to the NFT, and the user’s
Emission Rewards are therefore increased by the appropriate percentage.

Minterest NFTs bestow the following benefits upon their holdersQ
 MNT Emission Boost. Users who hold an NFT and who engage in lending
and borrowing, may earn up to a 50% Emission Boost in their MNT
Emission Rewards. Emission Rewards start at the date of the protocol’s
public launch and are earned until their NFT’s functionality expires, which
itself is pre-determined by the rarity level of the NFT. A rarity of level 1
enables the highest Emission Boost along with the longest tenure
compared to level 12 providing the lowest Emission Boost and shortest
tenure. The Emission Boost feature will be activated at the moment of
Minterest’s Public Launch*
 Access to Private Launch Liquidity Mining. The Minterest protocol will
launch over 2 stages.I
 Private Launch: The first stage is Minterest’s Private Launch during
which access will be limited to only holders of Minterest NFTs.
During this period, Minterest NFTs will function much like VIP
access cards to the protocol, allowing for early access to the
protocol and liquidity mining of the MNT token. The Private Launch
enables the protocol to undertake all of its functions, including its
Buyback process, inside a controlled user environment prior to
allowing access to the wider public. For this reason the intended
period of the Private Launch will not be less than one calendar
month, with advanced notice of the intended period being
announced prior. I
 The Private Launch phase of the protocol is potentially valuable for
NFT holders given Emission Rewards will be distributed amongst a
restricted group of users, with total liquidity capped by the sum
supplied by these users. It can be assumed, all things being equal,
individual Private Launch users will be the beneficiaries of
substantially more tokens emitted by the protocol compared to that
following the Public Launch*
 Public Launch: The second stage is MInterest’s Public Launch
following the Private Launch. At this stage, the protocol opens up to
allow access to all users. In this phase, the NFT Emission Boost will
be activated for all Minterest NFT holders as described above.
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· Tradeability. NFTs by their nature are tradeable, as are Minterest’s. NFT
recipients who participated in Minterest’s Next Level token event, but who
do not provide liquidity to the protocol, may seek to trade their NFT via
various NFT marketplaces to liquidity providers for whom the benefits
ascribed to the NFT are valuable.

In addition to total APY from the protocol’s use, the value of any NFT to
another liquidity provider will also depend on the intended value and term of
their liquidity supply. This means liquidity providers intending to provide
significant liquidity to the protocol for longer periods of time will benefit more
from the Emission Boost offered by the NFTs, especially for higher level NFTs
with greater boosts and longer terms.

NFT Composition

Minterest is issuing up to 3000 NFTs across 12 different rarity levels, with each
NFT represented by 1 of 100 unique images. The rarer the NFT level, the
fewer the number of copies of each image, the higher the Emission Boost, and
the longer the period of validity.

NFT Levels
Level

No. of NFTs

Emission Boost

Expiry, m

Participants in the Minterest Next Level token event have the opportunity to
be beneficiaries of Minterest NFTs. The level of NFT received is based upon
the proportion of total amount of net USD acquisition of MNT tokens in the
Next Level LBP Token Event compared to other participants. For the purposes
of clarity, this means the greatest net amount spent will be the beneficiary of
the rarest Minterest NFT, known as the Satoshi, and of which there is only one.
The second to tenth largest amounts spent will receive a level 2 NFT, of which
there are only 3 copies of 3 images, being nine in total, and so on, with the
amount spent correlated to tiered levels of NFT scarcity, where higher levels
have higher NFT Emission Boosts and longer terms before expiry.

Governance
Governance structures offer far more than democratic participation. Their true
potential is the distillation of intelligence from within what can often be the
white noise of crowds. The creative and intellectual intelligence of a committed
user population with highly aligned agendas, is indisputably powerful.
However, capturing such user value is not necessarily simple or easy. 
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Foundational for any community seeking to capture value, is to harness the
protocol’s ability to sustain financial incentives over the long-term, in a nondilutionary manner. Empowering people to participate in new ways due to new,
sustainable financial incentives means the model of a lending protocol like
Minterest is best designed to capture value in new ways but such that it is also
enabled to be newly distributed for the future benefit of the protocol’s
community of users.

To manage key decisions and the growth of the Minterest protocol, Minterest
will be governed by a Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAO). Initially
this will involve a structure supporting management simplicity and composed
of members of the team behind the protocol’s development, key partners and
industry experts. The exact nature of the DAO organisation and governance
structures will be further developed to be as decentralised as possible with
such structures occurring post the protocol’s Public Launch. The evolution of
the Minterest protocol will therefore require regular decision making to be
undertaken by its key stakeholders, the holders of Minterest MNT tokens. 

MNT Governance Token

The economics behind the MNT token have been designed within a framework
of supporting and incentivising user participation in the protocol’s governance.
MNT tokens allocated for the protocol’s community are distributed equally to
both lenders and borrowers at a rate of 27,415 tokens per day, issued per block
over a period of 5 years. 

Additionally, users who provide liquidity and stake their MNT tokens in
Minterest’s governance processes earn Buyback Rewards in the form of MNT
tokens acquired on-market via the protocol’s Buyback mechanisms. As the
Treasury’s surplus tokens are exchanged for MNT tokens via the Buyback,
users are incentivised to participate in such staking. Governance staking
therefore results in a reduction of the overall on-market supply of MNT tokens,
which further assists in supporting the MNT token’s value, and thus as detailed
above, overall APYs provided by the protocol to its users.

Governance Voting

Minterest token holders can opt to stake their MNT tokens in the protocol’s
governance processes in order to participate in voting on governance
proposals. Staked MNT enables voting rights on key proposals where the
number of tokens staked determine the voting weight for each user with each
token representing one vote. Participation in governance voting is further
incentivized through the distribution of MNT rewards from the Minterest
Buyback feature. The health of the Minterest ecosystem necessitates regular
participation in governance, so each staker is required to participate in voting
at least once per year, i.e. once within a 12-month period, in order to continue
receiving Buyback Rewards. 
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Loyalty Rewards

Users who opt to stake their MNT tokens in governance may withdraw their
tokens at any time. However, staking for a period of time results in users
earning an additional Loyalty Reward benefit. This is an adjustment applied to
their Buyback Rewards, and is dynamically adjusted based on the time each
user’s MNT has been staked. 

Loyalty Rewards calculations are adjusted to take into account the total MNT
staked even though the sum of these MNT tokens has been aggregated through
the supply of various MNT token deposits or via Buyback processes. The
economic modelling of how this is achieved is detailed in an appendix to this
white paper.

In order to maintain this Loyalty Rewards benefit, users are required to vote,
or delegate their vote, in protocol governance proposals at least once in every
12-month period, otherwise the multiplier benefit they have attained is
forfeited and the clock reset. 

The same applies to users who withdraw their MNT tokens from staking. The
calculation of their Loyalty Rewards multiplier benefit is restarted from the
time thy again stake their MNT.

Tokenomics
Minterest’s Tokenomics includes a total MNT token supply of 100,000,030 MNT
which begin emitting block-by-block upon the launch of the protocol during its
Private Launch. The unlocking process is smooth, with no sudden tranches of
tokens being released. The Minterest protocol’s tokenomics structure has been
designed to align incentives across all stakeholders, with the longevity of the
Minterest protocol being top of mind.

Years vesting*

Amount

Share

100,000,030

100%

Emission Rewards
Private Offering
LBP Distribution
Business Development
Strategic Partners
Marketing
Ecosystem
Team
Totals
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Emission Rewards

50,032,400 MNT tokens (50.03%) are allocated over 5 years as the Emission
Rewards provided to liquidity providers.

Private Offering

Early supporters will receive 12,501,000 MNT tokens (12.50%) vested block-byblock over 1 year. The Minterest protocol is structured to allow early supporters
to easily auto-stake tokens unlocking from the vesting contract into the protocol’s
governance processes to immediately generate substantial APY from the Buyback
process from the Private Launch.

LBP Distribution 

5,000,500 MNT tokens (5.00%) will unlock immediately during the Private
Launch for participants of the Minterest LBP. 

Business Development

3,000,000 MNT tokens (3.00%) unlock immediately during the Private Launch to
enable liquidity provisions for business development across DEXs and CEXs.

Strategic Partners

2,449,250 MNT tokens (2.45%) are allocated to advisors and strategic partners
and unlocked block-by-block over 2 years.

Marketing

1,000,000 MNT tokens (1.00%) are allocated for marketing-related activities and
unlocked block-by-block over 2 years.

Ecosystem

4,499,800 MNT tokens (4.50%) are allocated for continued growth of the
Minterest protocol across a series of possible uses such as grants or partnership
development, and unlock block-by-block over 4 years.

Team

21,517,000 MNT tokens (21.52%) are allocated to the team developing the
Minterest protocol, and unlock block-by-block over 5 years. Approximately
6,000,000 MNT are allocated to be exclusively staked in the protocol’s governance
processes and are not intended to be traded. The intention is instead to use
proceeds generated from Minterest’s Buyback for the continued development and
upkeep of the protocol and ensure an alignment of incentives which enables
attracting and retaining world-class personnel over the long-term.
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